
S-CURVE 
LIPOLASER
An expert solution to shape 
and contour your body!!

MELT YOUT FAT DOWN !!

S-Curve is the latest in non-invasive fat reduction, offering you a way to achieve selective lipolysis at        

specified areas and body contouring with 

NO PAIN, 

NO NEEDLES and 

NO DOWNTIME.  



An expert solution to shape and contour your body

Mechanism of Action

The S-Curve Lipolaser emits low levels of visible red laser energy, which creates a chemical signal in the fat cells, breaking down the 

stored triglycerides into fatty acids and glycerol thereby releasing them through channels in the cell membranes. The fatty acids and 

glycerol are metabolized and then transported around the body  to create energy.

This is a naturally occuring process, thus S-Curve Lipolaser is not creating any unnatural reaction in the body nor does it a�ect or 

damage any surrounding structures such as skin, blood vessels and peripheral nerves. A period of exercise post treatment will ensure 

the complete metabolism and elimination of the free fatty acids from the body .

• Operates on Dual wavelength technology 

• Bio stimulation effect on fat tissues. 

• 650 nm penetrates subcutaneous layer and give fat dissolving.

• 940 nm  penetrates deeper and accelerate lymphatic drainage, blood circulation and metabolism.

Innovative Paddles

• Intuitively designed laser paddles with inbuilt Mitsubishi Diodes.

•130*60mm, 1.5 times larger than similar products.

• Customized diodes and paddles for 

multiple target areas.

• Customized diodes and paddles for 

multiple target areas.

• Intuitively designed laser paddles with inbuilt Mitsubishi Diodes.

•130*60mm, 1.5 times larger than similar products.

• Intuitively designed laser paddles with inbuilt Mitsubishi Diodes.
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Applications

Features

Clinically Proven

Ultrasound images shows up to 30% reduction in the fat layer depth after 

just one treatment.

Compared to surgical liposuction and other Ultrasound or laser techniques,

the S Curve Lipo Laser is much more affordable while offering almost similar 

results.

Affordable Treatment

Course Treatment

A course of 8 treatments is recommended over 4 weeks with 2 treatments per week.

Visible results in just few sessions.

Post Treatment
Follow up with cardio and exercise for faster metabolism is mandatory.

Chin Waist Arms

Love Handles Thighs

Ultrasound images shows up to 30% reduction in the fat layer depth after 

Compared to surgical liposuction and other Ultrasound or laser techniques,

the S Curve Lipo Laser is much more affordable while offering almost similar 

A course of 8 treatments is recommended over 4 weeks with 2 treatments per week.



“ I am confident that I can offer my patients a 

treatment that is going to improve their cellulite. In 

fact, S-Curve Lipolaser is a great investment for 

building patient loyalty, while improving our 

medical prestige.

- From Austria Dr Ben

“S-Curve Lipolaser is my workhorse body shaping 

prouct. It is a must have for any cosmetic or 

dermatologic surgeon offering surgical and non 

surgical body shaping.

- USA Dr Ana

Testimonials

Results 

Typically 1-2 cm loss in abdomen or target areas with visible results in a few sessions.

Manufactured by: PZ LASER SLIM TECHNOLOGY CO.LIMITED  #Room 201,Floor 2nd,Buliding 2,No.52 Hongsong Road, High-Tech Industrial Development Zone, Zhengzhou,R.O.C
CE and TUV are registered with PZ LASER SLIM TECHNOLOGY CO.LIMITED 

Disclaimer:
Most data presented in this brochure are based on published studies carried out in different parts of the world. Health-related information 
and opinions change frequently and therefore information contained in this brochure may be outdated, incomplete or incorrect. The 
information, statements and images provided in this brochure is for informational purposes only and should not substitute advice provided 
by the treating physician.


